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	Barron's Let's Review Regents: Chemistry gives students the step-by-step review and practice they need to prepare for the Regents Chemistry/Physical Setting exam. This updated edition is an ideal companion to high school textbooks and covers all Chemistry topics prescribed by the New York State Board of Regents.

	

	All Regents test dates for 2020 have been canceled. Currently the State Education Department of New York has released tentative test dates for the 2021 Regents. The dates are set for January 26-29, 2021, June 15-25, 2021, and August 12-13th. 

	

	Let's Review Regents: Chemistry covers all high school-level Chemistry topics and includes:

		
			Extensive review of all topics on the test
	
			Extra practice questions with answers
	
			A detailed introduction to the Regents Chemistry course and exam
	
			One actual, recently released, Regents Chemistry exam with an answer key


	

	Looking for additional practice and review? Check out Barron’s Regents Chemistry Power Pack two-volume set, which includes Regents Exams and Answers: Chemistry in addition to Let’s Review Regents: Chemistry.
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My LifeKnopf, 2004
President Bill Clinton’s My Life is the strikingly candid portrait of a global leader who decided early in life to devote his intellectual and political gifts, and his extraordinary capacity for hard work, to serving the public. 

It shows us the progress of a remarkable American, who, through his own enormous energies and...
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3ds max 7 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Offering character animation functionality previously only  available in programs costing two to three times as much, 3ds max 7 is  everything you've dreamed of in a 3D modeling program-and more! Here to get you  hands-on fast is a project-based guide from one of Discreet's own carefully  chosen authorized training specialists,...
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VoIP Service Quality : Measuring and Evaluating Packet-Switched VoiceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
VoIP SAVINGS AND FLEXIBILITY! TELEPHONE-LINE QUALITY?
 Despite the features that make Voice over IP so attractive from the standpoint of cost and flexibility of telephone services, businesses will only adopt it once they’ve determined whether, and under what circumstances, the quality of VoIP will be satisfactory to...
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Thinking in LINQ: Harnessing the Power of Functional Programming in .NET ApplicationsApress, 2014

	LINQ represents a paradigm shift for developers used to an imperative/object oriented programming style, because LINQ draws on functional programming principles. Thinking in LINQ addresses the differences between these two by providing a set of succinct recipes arranged in several groups, including:

	
		Basic and...
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Murach's ASP.NET 4 Web Programming with VB 2010Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	This book has provided me with the information to jump right into creating web applications with Visual Basic. It is an excellent training guide and at the same time, it provides real-world examples that can be reused in multiple projects and applications. (A developer's comment on the previous edition of Murach's ASP.NET, posted...
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Microbial DNA and Host ImmunityHumana Press, 2002

	Leading researchers review the activation of the mammalian immune system by bacterial DNA and its immunostimulatory sequences (ISS), and consider the applications of ISS in clinical medicine. The authors survey the latest findings concerning the receptor-recognition and signaling pathways triggered by ISS , the process of cell activation, and...
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